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Longwood Student Charged with Rape of Fellow Student
Victoria Walker
Rotunda Studios Co-Coordinator
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K

A Longwood University student is being held
in Piedmont Regional Jail after allegedly raping a
fellow student. On the morning of Sunday, Feb.
23, the Farmville Police Department (FPD) and
Longwood University Police Department (LUPD)
responded to a reported rape that occurred on the
600 block of Buffalo Street.
“The victim reported that she was at a house
party when she was forced into a room and
raped,” reported FPD Chief Doug Mooney in a
press release. “Officers interviewed witnesses and
obtained physical evidence before arresting Gus
Phillip Altschuler, 22, of Newport News, for Rape
and Abduction with the Intent to Defile.”
According to LUPD Chief of Police Bob Beach,
the victim, along with some friends, informed
LUPD and FPD of the events that occurred
the night prior. The departments are currently
preforming a joint investigation regarding this
case, with Altschuler under the FPD’s jurisdiction.
Altschuler, a Longwood University Student,

will remain in Piedmont Regional Jail until April
7, 2014, when his court hearing will be held. “He
could face life in prison if he is convicted of either
of these felony charges,” said Mooney.
According to Mooney, it will be up to
Longwood’s student-run Conduct Board to decide
whether Altschuler will remain at Longwood if
the charges are dropped. This system is separate
from any other court system, and in this case will
require a Title IX investigation before results can
be determined, according to Dr. Tim Pierson vice
president for Student Affairs
“What I’ve learned is that probably six to
seven of these type of events go on unreported
in a school year,” says Beach. “It normally comes
some other way like through word of mouth or
through the counseling center, so an official police
investigation cannot be preformed because most
victims refuse to come foreword.”
There has not been a prosecution of a sexual
assault in the University in 10 years; this is
disturbing to Chief Beach because he believes this
type of event is life-changing to the victim, the
victim’s family and the victim's close friends.

“A woman who went to Longwood 20 years
ago had been sexually assaulted many times just
came forward and reported it two years ago,” said
Beach. “Although at that point there was nothing
that could be done.”
The police had tried putting out flyers with the
predators sketches, but it remains a cold case to
this day.
There are many myths as to why so many sexual
assaults go unreported, according to Beach. The
first myth is when a victim thinks “it’s my fault.” If
you say “Stop,” it means stop, when you say, “No,”
it means no. Beach expressed that just because
you may have been drinking or flirting doesn’t
mean you don’t have a right to say stop.
“A lot of victims believe it was something that
they did that caused it to happen, but at any point
if they say, ‘Stop,’ that’s where it should end,” says
Beach.
“The second myth is that they will get an
alcohol charge or a drug offense because they were
drinking or smoking marijuana,” said Beach. “In
the history of the Longwood Police Department
that has never happened. Never has a victim of

Longwood University Quality
Enhancement Plan in Process
SACS on-site team on campus this week
Kara Forbes
Contributor
The Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools (SACS)
on-site team will be at Longwood University until March
20 to evaluate the university’s
Quality Enhancement Plan. The
SACS on-site team has been on
campus since March 18 and will
compile an evaluation report after the visit. SACS keeps schools’
accreditation up-to-date and
help with school improvement.
The name of the Longwood’s
QEP program is the R.E.A.L (Research Experience for Aspiring
Leaders) Inquiry. This program
solely focuses on undergraduate
student research.
Dr. Cathy Roy, the co-director
of SACS-COC-QEP and associate
professor of Exercise Science,
said, “Not every student will
have the opportunity to do oneon-one research with a faculty
member or mentor, but a high
percentage of students at minimum in their English 150 classes
are going to be able to develop
the skills that would make them
better critical thinkers, make

them be more literate in finding
information (validating resources) and also making them better
communicators. What we are
trying to do is actually improve
the core competencies.”
Roy said the QEP has three
main goals or competencies,
which are: to improve students’
learning by promoting their discoveries in research, improve
student learning by students
and faculty members working
together on research and to help
with the understanding of how
important the results are in research.
According to Roy, the QEP
talks started in fall 2011 when a
committee was formed to help
with the first presentations before any topic had been decided
upon. The QEP topic of student
research was decided in 2012 by
surveying students and a QEP
committee comprising faculty
and a few student leaders.
Roy said the QEP has a fiveyear plan that will help enhance
and promote this program. For
the 2013-2014 academic year,
Longwood is in the year 0 plan,
which is also called the “pilot
year.” This year there have been

a crime come forward in any condition and has
been charged in some minor offense. You just
don’t treat victims that way!”
Lastly, Beach said that the very first person most
victims talk to is a friend. Then eventually what
happens is the victim gets a lot of information
telling them, “They don’t need to tell the police;
let’s just get you taken care of.”
Beach said the first person a victim should
tell is the police so they can perform a proper
investigation and help the victim receive medical
attention.
“At any point at the investigative process the
victim can tell the police that they don’t want to
pursue this case in a criminal vein any longer, and
it will end,” said Beach. “At least you will have the
investigation and information on file so if further
down the road the victim wants to bring it back
up, they can.”The victim in this case brought the
information to the police and is getting proper
treatment. As of now the victim of this case has
been under a great ...

CONTINUED ON PG. 3

Sophomore Guard Lucas
Woodhouse to Transfer

Photo By: Photo Editor Caleb Briggs

The R.E.A.L. Inquiry shirts are
promotional material for the
Quality Enhancement Plan.
changes in a few of the English
150 level classes. These are experimental classes focused on
the QEP. English 150 is one of the
first things Longwood wants to
change. The group’s goal is to hit
on research every step along the
way of a college career, according to Roy ...

CONTINUED ON PG. 3

A Message from Vince Gilligan
to the Longwood Community
Kayla Baldino
Features Editor
On March 5, students received an email from
Elsie Angus with a link to a 1:33 video message
recorded by a name that can be seen in the
opening credits of the television show “Breaking Bad.” Vince Gilligan, creator of the popular
show, recorded a video to give his congratulations to Longwood University for reaching its
175th anniversary this year.
Although Gilligan, a graduate of New York
University, did not attend Longwood, he was
very familiar with the campus while growing up.
He was able to call Farmville his home from the
time he was three years old until he was 14. During his elementary school years, Gilligan was at
Longwood College every day to attend the J.P.
Wynne campus school where his mother was
also a teacher.
Gilligan was so fond of the area and school
that he worked the name “J.P. Wynne” into his

television series.
“Longwood meant a lot to me,” he shared. “In
fact, if you watch ‘Breaking Bad’ very closely, you
will notice that Walter White, the protagonist,
teaches high school at J.P. Wynne, which was obviously a shout out to the campus school. Congratulations on being such a world-class and
wonderful educational institution.”
“Breaking Bad” premiered on AMC in 2008
and the final episode aired on Sept. 29, 2014,
ending the show after five successful seasons.
The show has been nominated for a total of 240
awards and won 94 of them. These included Primetime Emmy awards, Saturn awards, Satellite
awards and Golden Globe awards. Various actors and actresses from the show also received
individual nominations and recognitions for
their work.
Gilligan’s video message can be found on the
website, 175.longwood.edu which was created
to acknowledge the school’s anniversary. Along
with his message, visitors to the site can ...

CONTINUED ON PG. 3
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Sophomore Lucas Woodhouse goes for a layup during the Big South Conference Tournament.
Eric Hobeck
Sports Editor
Sophomore guard Lucas
Woodhouse will transfer from
the men’s basketball program.
The New York native
confirmed
his
surprise
decision last week to The

Rotunda, and the story was
broken live on WMLU’s “Half &
Half” on Wednesday evening.
Woodhouse said that he
doesn’t know as of yet where he
will transfer. The 6-foot-1 point
guard averaged 11.5 points
and 6.7 assists this season, and
hit two buzzer-beaters that

secured memorable wins for
the program – in the 82-79 win
over TCU on Nov. 12, and the
69-66 win over Liberty on Jan.
22. He had 27 points against
the Flames, and was 7-10 from
three and 10-16 from the field.
Check back in next week’s
issue for more on this story.
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Double the Classes Available to LU and H-SC Students
Southside Higher Education Consortium Opens its Doors
Emily Allen
Contributor
Double the opportunity,
double the experiences, no extra
cost; that’s the option available
to all Longwood University
and Hampden-Sydney College
(H-SC) students through the
Southside Higher Education
Consortium.
According
to
Registrar at Hampden-Sydney
Dawn Congleton, “The whole
thing is an advantage.”
A
cooperative
exchange
program was created in 1967
that allowed for students at
Longwood
and
HampdenSydney to take any classes at the
other institution, respectively,
for no additional cost. In 1991
and 1992, the program was
expanded to include Southside
Virginia Community College
and St. Paul’s College, creating
the Southside Higher Education
Consortium.
According
to
Suzanne
Stetson, Longwood’s education
support specialist and the
school’s general overseer of the

consortium, this program is
very different from your typical
credit transfer set-up. “Basically,
it allows a student at their home
school to take a class at one of
the other participating colleges
at the same home school
expense, and the course remains
on the home school schedule,”
said Stetson.
Stetson added, “In other
words, it’s part of their entire
semester; it’s not treated as a
transfer credit. That’s a distinct
difference with this agreement
and taking a course and
transferring it in.”
However, Stetson has not had
many students take advantage
of this unique opportunity. “I
average six to seven requests
a semester,” said Stetson. The
request number is slightly
higher at H-SC. According to
the assistant registrar, Cynthia
Campbell, “Per semester I would
say, on average, with the ROTC
program, which is a big thing for
our students, we average about
24 to 30 students.”
The registrar offices at
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both schools confirmed that
Longwood students who take
classes at H-SC predominately
take
Latin
courses.
All
Longwood students are required
to complete foreign language
courses up to the 201 or 202
level, depending on their degree,
under the university’s general
education requirements.
Stetson said, “HampdenSydney offers Latin courses; we
do not. A lot of students like to
take advantage of that.”
Congleton echoed Stetson,
saying, “They can use the
courses here to satisfy their
graduation
requirement.”
Other popular courses taken
by Longwood students at H-SC
tend to be sciences.
The classes H-SC students
enroll in most often at the
consortium are the military
science courses, which are often
taken by students participating
in the schools’ joint ROTC
program.
Education courses are the
second most sought out in
the
consortium.
Campbell

sees this as one of the greatest
advantages of the program. “I
think with being a liberal arts
school, we don’t offer military
science classes or educational
programs,”
said
Campbell,
“so we give our students those
opportunities
where
they
wouldn’t have that if they were
just going here.”
While these are the most
common courses taken, the
consortium was built so that
students at either school could
have the option to take any
classes at the other school.
Congleton often sees that
“students are so entrenched
in their majors and their core
requirements that they don’t
really have the opportunity to do
as much as they might like and
fully take advantage of it.”
To
Congleton,
one
of
the biggest benefits of the
consortium is the flexibility
it provides for students who
are getting degrees in majors
that have cycling schedules.
Congleton explained, “If a
student gets off cycle … and a

course they need to graduate is
not offered this semester… then
they can take it [at Longwood]
if they can get in there … it can
help them a lot and they can
graduate on time.”
The
consortium
does
come with a few stipulations.
According to the Longwood
University 2013-2014 Student
Handbook, “Students desiring
to take advantage of this
program must secure approval
from their major adviser and
from the registrar at their home
institution.”
Students should always get
guidance and approval from
their adviser and department
head for classes that they are
looking to use to fulfill any
general education or degree
requirements. In order to
participate in the program,
students must be considered
full-time students.
The consortium creates some
logistics for students to deal with
if they choose to take part in the
program. According to Stetson,
“The schools always allow their

own students to register first. We
normally don’t register the guest
students at our schools until a
day or so before courses begin so
sometimes there can be issues
with courses closing … it can be
a little bit of that waiting game:
‘Am I going to get the class, am I
not,’ so it can be a little stressful
that way.”
Congleton expressed the
same thoughts and added,
“Some of our students get a little
anxious having to wait, but if you
get in, it’s a bonus. If you don’t,
you’re back to where you were. I
guess that might be how I see the
program, as a bonus, that’s why
I don’t see any disadvantages.
You know if you don’t get it, you
haven’t lost anything.”
Longwood and H-SC do
have slightly different break
schedules, but both registrar
offices assured students that
they work closely with each
other to sort out any issues and
encouraged the students to talk
to the professors from the guest
schools individually to work out
any scheduling conflicts.

Greek Ambassadors Program to Start at
Longwood as Early as This Spring
Emily Allen
Contributor

Longwood
University’s
Office of Fraternity and Sorority
Life hopes to have a Greek
Ambassadors program up and
running by the end of the spring
2014 semester. Over the past two
weeks, student coordinator for
the Greek offices, Emily Russell,
has been interviewing potential
candidates for the new program.
“We’ve
had
almost
30
applicants, which is wonderful,”
said Russell. However, Russell
said the Office of Fraternity and
Sorority Life will most likely
accept 15 to 20 ambassadors
in order to start with a smaller
group.
Ambassadors for this program
will be members of one of the
Inter-Fraternity
Council
or
College Pan-Hellenic Council
fraternities or sororities. A second
round of interviews is currently
in the works so that members of
National Pan-Hellenic Council
organizations can also become
Greek Ambassadors.
The Greek ambassadors will
steer clear of duties related to
that of the current Longwood
Ambassadors program.
“We’re obviously not trying
to take what they do over,” said
Russell. “We’re essentially not
trying to take over anyone’s
position that they have. We’re just
trying to help fill the gaps.”
Wolfgang Acevedo, associate

director of Fraternity and Sorority
Life, echoed Russell’s sentiments.
“I don’t think in any capacity it’s
like the Longwood Ambassadors
program,” said Acevedo. “It’s
just more of a Greek life thing …
I think the message we have is
just not the same thing; they’re
going to be the face of Fraternity
and Sorority Life officially for
an incoming student, a student
that just has a question, even
parents.”
While campus tours aren’t
on the agenda, the Greek
Ambassadors do hope to be able
to have an impact on prospective
students.
Currently,
Russell
is looking into the program
being able to participate in
the prospective student open
houses. Organizations are able
to set up poster presentations
during these open houses, and
both Russell and Acevedo think
that having Greek Ambassadors
represented in that space would
be very beneficial for the Greek
community.
“It really is an opportunity for
the students to be able to market
and showcase what they have
to offer as a Greek community,”
said Acevedo. “It makes it easier
for men and women to connect
to the peers aside from … the
professionals in the office. I think
it’s a lot more powerful when
a student has another student
telling them ‘Hey, these are the
benefits I’ve gained from being
Greek.’”

Another opportunity that the
Greek Ambassadors are hoping
to break into is New Lancer
Days. All incoming freshman
at Longwood University are
required to attend this four-day
on-campus orientation program
where speakers are brought in to
educate the students about the
aspects of their new college life.
Russell believes that, “having a
presentation at New Lancer Days
about what Greek life is about and
then also visiting some LSEMs
about letting them know what
Greek life can offer them,” would
be key to integrating the Greek
and Longwood communities.
According to Acevedo, these
LSEM presentations would be a
key aspect of the co-curricular
nature of the Greek Ambassadors
program. “We’ll do a good job of
sending out [notices] to LSEM
professors saying, ‘Hey, we have
the Greek Ambassadors that will
come to your classroom and do
a 30-45 [minute] or an hour long
presentation regarding Greek
life here at Longwood,’ and they
would create the development
of that presentation. … This is
an opportunity for them to put
the stuff they’ve learned in their
program or their majors into the
real world.”
Along
with
prospective
and new students, the Greek
Ambassadors program hopes to
reach out to current Longwood
students who are not involved
with the Greek community

on campus. “I know there are
stereotypes,” said Russell, “and
I personally do not like any of
the stereotypes ‘cause they’re all
wrong.”
Acevedo agreed and thinks
that the Greek Ambassadors
program might be a vital part
of the solution to the problem.
For Acevedo, the Ambassadors
program will provide a “cool
way to show students, ‘Hey, this
is what Greek life is about. I
know you have an image already
because of the media or because
of other things or even because
of just people that are in it, but
this is what it’s really about for
us.’”
Russell simply hopes that
through this program, the
Longwood campus community
will gain a better understanding
of the Greek community. IFC
President Montu Jani is in
complete agreement. “I think that
Greek Ambassadors will greatly
help promote and educate the
campus about IFC, CPC and
NPHC organizations.” He added,
“I am excited to see the group of
Ambassadors plan and promote
unity.”
While Acevedo said this
program is very much a “work
in progress,” he says it’s one he’s
very much excited about and
added that relative uncertainty
is how he works best. “I’m about
putting things on paper and
seeing how they go. So let’s see
how this goes.”

A Brief Look at Local and Longwood News
Compiled by Becca Lundberg and Victoria Walker

Sexual Assault Reported at Longwood Village Apartments this past Weekend
A sexual assault occurred on the evening of March 15 at Longwood Village Apartments. The Longwood University Police Department
(LUPD) received a report of the incident on March 16. According to the LUPD crime report, the LUPD identified the subject, who is no
longer in the Farmville area. LUPD Sergeant Jay Johnson confirmed that the sexual assault was reposted as a rape and the suspect is under
investigation.

Pine Street Electrical Wire Catches Fire; LUPD Declares Blaze is due to High Winds
An electrical wire that runs across Pine Street caught on fire on Wednesday, March 12 at approximately 7:30 p.m. According to witnesses,
it looked like fireworks going off in the distance.
A bus driver who saw the wire catch flames said the fire started in the middle and started spreading to the outsides.
“I’m not sure exactly what happened,” said Officer Rondell White of the LUPD. “Sparks just went flying everywhere.”
The Farmville Fire Department arrived shortly after the fire had burnt out and confirmed the fire was caused by rough winds.
No one was injured in this incident, and the wires that cross Pine Street have been taken care of and replaced.

La Parota Grill faces another Setback with Window Damage from Vehicle Crash
A vehicle crashed into one of the front windows of La Parota Grill on the evening of Friday, March 7. According to the Farmville Police
Department, there were no injuries. The crash occurred when the driver reportedly hit the accelerator instead of the brakes.
According to Manager Jay Solorio, the driver's insurance company is covering the damage. He is not yet sure of the damage estimate.
While the window's glass did not break, the frame was pushed further into the building
In order to avoid such an accident in the future, Solorio said the landlord “told us we might be able to talk – because it’s not our building – to the building owner to put something there so it won’t knock through the glass, so we’ve talked about doing that, so we’ll see."

Longwood PD Investigates Three Separate Wallet Larcenies from March 10-12
The LUPD is investigating three reportedly separate wallet larcenies that occurred between March 10 and March 12, according to an
LUPD crime report. These wallets were taken from offices in Ruffner Hall and Tabb Hall. The crime report described the thefts as the
wallets being “left in offices and the wallets or money were taken out of them.” The LUPD recommended that individuals “lock your
valuables up and keep your offices locked when you leave.”
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SGA Brings Forward Constitutional Amendments

Becca Lundberg
Editor-in-Chief
Constitutional amendments
up for student voting were the
main focus of the Tuesday,
March 18 Student Government
Association (SGA) meeting.
Before the SGA discussed the
amendments, the Senate held
open forum.
President Haley Vest said that
the sidewalks and roads were
dangerous on Monday after the
snow and ice. She referred this
concern to the Student Services
as a safety hazard.
Executive Senator Jessica
Darst reported that the water
in some of the residential halls’
showers has been freezing and
makes it nearly impossible to
shower.

Executive Senator Adam
Fletcher said the restrooms
in Janet D. Greenwood
Library
have
been
unsanitary lately and should
be checked throughout the
day for cleanliness.
Senator Natalie Joseph
was concerned about the
expense of the $200 fee for
students who would like
to store their belongings
in
Longwood-managed
apartments. Vice President
Steven Sommer said it is an extra
inconvenience because staff
has to check on the facilities
regularly to make sure students’
items are not stolen or damaged.
Vest said some residential
buildings are rented out over the
summer, but said that $200 does
seem expensive and would be
looked into.
Residential and Commuter
Life
Representative Tristan
Cunningham pointed out that
the price of summer storage
is comparable to renting a
summer storage unit. Joseph
asked if there could be a reduced
rate for apartments where all
roommates are purchasing
summer storage.
Senator
Queen
Burrell
said some students do not

Vince Gilligan

like how Spirit Nights have
additional
requirements
including producing marketing
materials and taking photos at
the event. Graduate Student
Representative Chelsea Carroll
said, according to Longwood
Dining
Services
Marketing
Assistant Gina DeMarco, this
change is due to the fact that
student organizations would
sign up for Spirit Nights and not
show up but still receive money
for them.
To continue open forum,
Auditor O’Neishea Edmonds
said the Farmville Area Bus
schedule has been inconsistent.
She added that Lancer Park
students cannot park on
campus during the day if they
miss the bus. She suggested that
the university explore different
options.
Joseph said the new weekly
email format is confusing to
some students and that many
of them prefer the old format,
However, Burrell said there is
a new compiler of the weekly
email and it was formatted to
be more student-friendly and
categorized.
On behalf of the Student
Finance Committee, Sommer
moved to allocate $264 to the

Continued From Pg. 1

Honors Student Association for
an educational program, $1,630
to Lancer Productions and
College Pan-Hellenic Council
for a band event in April,
$486 to American Marketing
Association to cover leftover
airfare costs, $3,979.40 to Theta
Chi Fraternity for the Stop
Hunger Now event and $103.68
to Peer Health Educators for a
conference. The SGA approved
all of the allocations. The Senate
also approved a $2,420.21 reallocation to Order of Omega for
Hazing Prevention week and a
conference.
Sommer
then
brought
forward several allocations
for the Honor Board and SGA
constitutions. Vest explained
that once approved in the
Senate, students could vote
on these amendments during
spring election.
The Senate approved the
change from eight Conduct
Board justices to nine because,
according to Chair Jordan
McWilliams, it is easier to have
an even breaker so he can serve
as the tiebreaker in voting.
The Senate also approved
of
several
wording
and
grammatical changes.
The SGA moved on to the

review of the SGA constitution.
The
SGA
approved
a
Virginia21
representative
position
description,
formalizing it as a role because
it has been consistent within the
SGA for at least four years.
Edmonds made a friendly
amendment to change the RCL
Advisory Board Representative
description, which said that
the president served in the
representative role, to an
individual chosen by advisory
board. The Senate approved.
She also moved to change
the name of the Multicultural
Affairs Representative to the
Office of Diversity & Inclusion
Representative.
However,
Burrell noted that this position
should be called the Student
Diversity & Inclusion Council
Representative,
which
the
Senate approved.
Carroll brought forward the
amendment that the Graduate
Student Representative should
be chosen by the Graduate
Student
Advisory
Council
instead of the graduate student
population, as stated in the
constitution.
The
motion
passed.
The SGA then engaged in a
lengthy debate about the GPA

requirements for senators. The
executive board is currently
required to hold a 2.3 GPA, while
all other senators are required to
maintain a 2.0 GPA. Senior Class
President Logan Miller moved
to change the required GPA for
executive senators to a 2.5.
This proposed amendment
brought out a variety of opinions
among senators. While several
senators expressed that being a
good leader does not necessarily
mean having a high GPA and
that senators should represent
students with a variety of GPAs,
other senators argued that being
a leader means academics. These
senators also said that students
should prioritize academics,
and if they are close to academic
probation, it might not be best if
they are in a leadership position.
After more discussion, the
motion was brought to a vote
and failed.
Historian Paige Rollins then
moved to table discussion for
next week’s meeting.
SGA elections for the 20142015 academic year begin on
March 25. The next SGA meeting
is on Tuesday, March 26 at
3:45 p.m. in the BC Rooms of
Lankford Student Union.

Wild Deer Runs Rampant at LU
Becca Lundberg
Editor-in-Chief
A wild deer caused a stir around Longwood
University’s campus on March 12. The deer was
primarily seen at Ruffner Hall near the Blackwell
Hall entrance and Crafts House.
According to a Longwood University Police
Department (LUPD) report, a student reported

that the deer was injured around 4:30 p.m. The officer on scene said the deer appeared to be trying
to escape but was unable to do so due to a group
of students surrounding it.
Around 4:42 p.m., the deer left campus and
headed toward St. George Street. The officer on
duty reported that there was no damage to the
buildings the deer was near.

LU Student Charged

Continued From Pg. 1
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explore the many transitions
Longwood University has made
in the past 175 years, including
name changes and fires. There
is a photographic timeline, a
“What’s your LU IQ?” quiz and a
“Then and Now” page that has a
collection of photographs submitted by alumni from many
years ago compared to now.
This section features Professor

of Anthropology Dr. James Jordan as well as an alumnus from
1967.
Longwood has hosted various other events throughout the
year in honor of the anniversary
leading up to the week of March
21-28. A full list of the events
during the upcoming birthday
celebration week is available on
175.longwood.edu.

In closing to his video, Gilligan
had a special message specifically for students and faculty.
“And I want to say to all the students, past, present and future,
and all the wonderful professors teaching those students,
congratulations,” he said. “175
years is an astounding accomplishment; may you have many
more to come. Best wishes.”

Photo Courtesy: Ellen Masters

Students attend the Princeps Freshmen Leadership Reception on March 14. Jennifer Carlson,
Tyler Coleman, Andrew Cressman, Lauren Drew, Alexus Edwards, Daniel Glass, Elizabeth
Guidry, Kirsten Harris, Grady Hummer, Meghan Jones, Maggie Marshall, Katelyn Ohlstein,
Michelle Painter, Leah Parr, Nicole Riddick, Mary Salmon, Kevin Speers, Abigail Weisenbeck,
Ally Werner, and Jennifer Price (Class of 2009, Keynote Speaker).

Broadsheet vs. Tabloid: What do YOU think?
After three weeks with the "tabloid," more image-focused layout style, The Rotunda's editorial
board has decided to bring back the traditional broadsheet to remind students of our old style. This
is NOT a permanent decision.
This afternoon, we will send out a survey on our Facebook page asking readers for their final
decision about our layout style: do you prefer broadsheet or tabloid? In two weeks, after we have
received as much feedback as possible, we will premiere our permanent layout style. We would like
as much feedback as possible before we make our final decision, so make sure to respond to our
survey and contact us via our social media pages.
Feel free to submit feedback at any time to rotundaeditor@gmail.com.

deal of trauma but is in recovery.
Beach recommended safety tips when in the
midst of a party scene, such as pouring your own
drink, only drinking from closed containers and
keeping your cup with you.
“Predators in our community get away with
so much. Make sure you take care of each other
to prevent events like this from happening,” said

Beach.
If you are ever in danger or have experienced
a sexual assault, call 911 or the LUPD dispatch at
(434) 395-2091. The relationship between a victim
and the police is 100 percent confidential. The
department functions under a Rape Shield and
will never give out the name of a victim.

LU QEP in Process

Continued From Pg. 1

There is currently research
in place at Longwood, but it
has a math and science focus,
said Roy. The QEP will allow
for all majors to have the same
research opportunities as math
and science have now. Within
the next five years of this plan,
the university is set to offer
discipline enhanced researchfocused courses, along with
offering more options for
student-faculty research and
even offering research options
during the summer. The QEP
program for over the summer
research is called Prism.
Carson Reeher, a sophomore
who is on the QEP working
committee, said that Prism is
“mainly for math and science
majors, but one of the aspects
of the five-year plan for the

QEP is to not only increase
participation in the program,
but to also increase the
opportunities for all majors to
participate in it.”
The QEP working group
wrote the plan for the QEP
and was finished with external
oversight and formalized in fall
2013. They are now in the process
of marketing, promoting and
raising awareness. Longwood’s
QEP plan has already been
submitted to SACS and is
currently
being
reviewed.
During this week’s on-site visit,
there will also be giveaways on
campus of free QEP gear like
pens, t-shirts, backpacks, etc. in
order to promote the QEP and
raise awareness.
Joe Gills, a junior student
representative on the QEP

working committee, said, “We
have gotten a lot of positive
feedback. A lot of students are
excited to see this new office
on campus because the QEP is
for the students and it really is
going to improve the academics
at Longwood. Students just
seem to be really excited about
this.”
The plan of the QEP is to
begin implementing for the
2014-2015
academic
year,
which will be year one for the
QEP. The mission of the QEP is
to impact as many students as
possible starting as freshmen
and all through their college
years. By implementing English
150 changes, the QEP plan
will follow the class of 2018 all
through their time at Longwood
University.
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The Big Event: Students Expand Annual Volunteer Effort
to Give Back to the Community Surrounding Farmville
Monica Newell
Business Manager
In 2007, the Big Event made its way to Longwood
University, while also having expanded to two
other Virginia institutions of higher learning:
Virginia Tech and James Madison University.
It has spread to several other universities over
the years since it was founded in 1982 by Joe
Nussbaum as a way to give back to the community
which surrounded Texas A&M.
“It [the Big Event] came over [here] from
Virginia Tech. I guess there was some interest from
some students here and so they branched out to
Virginia Tech and they [Virginia Tech] came here
and told us all about it and how to plan it,” said
Kevin Bradtke, the director of the Big Event.
Now, seven years later, the Big Event has
expanded from 35 job sites to almost one hundred
sites from last year’s Event.
This year, the event coordinators hope to get
one hundred and twenty job sites, according to
Bradtke.
But growth isn’t just limited to job sites.

“The first year, I guess, we had around three
hundred fifty students,” said Bradtke. “Last year
we had seven hundred fifty sign up. This year,
we’re hoping to get a thousand students. [That’s]
our goal this year. We hope to get as many as we
can [though].”
Bradtke went on to say that he believed at
some point, there would be too many Longwood
students signing up compared to the number of
job sites in Farmville.
The Big Event has been promoted to students
through events held on Brock Commons for the
past three Thursdays, along with flyers.
The Event is also tying in social media to
promote it to the student population using
Facebook and Twitter.
“We have our poster there,” said John Biegert,
the media director for the Big Event, “and it has
a QR code to send them to a direct link to our
Facebook page."
He continued, "That has an abundance of
information, including our mission statement and
upcoming events, spirit nights at local restaurants.
The money we get from [those] goes to buying

supplies [for the Event].”
“We’re going to be putting an ad up on WMLU,
the radio station,” said Bradtke. “They’re just
going to be doing some PR (public relations) for
us, telling people how to sign up for the Big Event.”
The types of jobs performed by the students are
usually outside yard work that can be done with or
without the use of a power tool depending on the
job site one is assigned to.
According to Bradtke, students can rake leaves,
plant a garden, paint fences, mulch, trim bushes
and even break down old sheds, like students did
for one of the job sites during last year’s Event.
Longwood, for its Big Event, attends job sites
ten miles away from Longwood, as to not crowd
out Hampden-Sydney College.
“They have a Big Event of their own, but it’s on
a different day. They do everything on that side of
Farmville. Outside of [ten miles], they do [all the
job sites],” said Bradtke. “That’s on their side of the
water.”
“If the days [of the Big Event] had conflicted,”
said Biegert, “then possibly [a conflict] could come
up but I don’t think our days conflict in any way.”

The sign up period is from March 1 to March
21. To sign up, go to longwoodbigevent.com and
the form needed to sign up is available.
Students can find it through the link found on
the website called Eventbrite. Students just enter
their name, year and whether or not they own
a car. There will also be a link available on the
group’s Facebook page and on Twitter.
To prepare for anything, there is a plan in place
in case of inclement weather on the day of the Big
Event.
“We pray for the best weather. That is one thing
that would affect the day for sure. We’re always
hoping it will be a nice day [but] if it looks like
it’ll be a bad day weather wise like rain, we might
reschedule,” said Biegert.
“If we know it’s going to rain, we might push it
up one weekend. That all depends, as we get closer
to March, what we’ll do then.” Biegert continued.
For more information about the Big Event,
contact Kevin Bradtke at kevin.bradtke@live.
longwood.edu or visit longwoodbigevent.com.

The Clothesline Project Begins
The Clothesline Project, sponsored by the Health and Wellness Center, is taking
place at Longwood March 18-20 from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom. Students have begun to bring T-shirts to the ballroom to decorate and
tell a story. "Sexual violence has been seen as a secret to keep hidden," said
Jazmine Hurt, co-coordinator of the project and Student Health and Wellness
intern. "The Clothesline Project is about airing out your dirty laundry and
becoming stronger than the violence."

Photos by: Photo Editor Caleb Briggs

lo n gwoo d 175
celebrating 175 years in one week

The Longwood University community recognized the institution’s 175th anniversary on March 5 during the university’s scheduled Spring Break. Next week, the community will celebrate the institution’s birthday on campus.
Here’s a look at the schedule of events:

march 24 | lancer pride day
march 24 | dr . jordan talks about our patron saint in jarman auditorium at 7 p.m.
march 25 | birthday celebration on brock commons, 2-6 p.m., with music , keychains, magnets, body art, and balloon animals
march 25 | special birthday dinner at dorrill dining hall , 4-8 p.m.
march 26 | wear a t-shirt from your organization and take a picture on iler field at 3:30 p.m.
march 28 | class color day

Information provided by Susan Sullivan, Director of the University Center and Student Activities.
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Longwood Community to Celebrate Earth
Month this April with Series of Events
Alex Horansky
Community Submission
This April, the Longwood
community and public will
come together to promote a
more sustainable world. There is
something for everyone in EcoApril such as photography, crafts,
live theatre, speakers and many
more great opportunities.
With April right around the
corner, Longwood has been
planning for its annual Earth
Month activities. April 22 marks
Earth Day, and Longwood has
decided to dedicate the entire
month of April in recognition of our
environment.
Earth Day has evolved over
the past four decades and now
represents a movement dedicated
to protecting the environment. In
1969, peace activist John McCornell
proposed a day to respect our
environment, and this recognition
was held on March 21, 1970.
Senator Nelson Gaylord established
the first Earth Day on April 22, 1970.
It takes communities and
individuals to learn to live more
efficiently in order to provide a
sustainable atmosphere for future
generations. Earth Day is used to
reflect on the beauty humans have

inherited and think about what we
can do as individuals to better our
environment.
Please come join us in
celebrating our environment this
April!
All events featured in Eco-April
are free and open to the public,
unless otherwise stated.

Furnace from 1 p.m. - 4 p.m. every
Wednesday

Please take the time to come out
to the events listed below:

April 7:
Richard Louv, author of
Last Child in the Woods

April 4 - 5:
Virginia Geographic Bee at 1
p.m. Jarman Auditorium
April 5 - 11:
Photo Contest: "Close up"

Schedule of Events:
March 16 - April 19:
"7 Habitats" Exhibit by Prince
Edward Elementary School; 2014
Annual Area Youth Art Month, LCVA
March 22:
Tree Give Away by Town of
Farmville, HOVMG; 9 a.m. – 12
p.m., Walmart Garden Center
March 29 through April 4:
Photo Contest: Flora or Fauna
April 1:
"The Broken Mirror: Reflections
on Great Apes Extinction" by Gerry
Ellis, Nature Photographer at 7 p.m.
in Bedford Auditorium
April 2, 9, 16, 23 and 30:
Tours of Longwood's Biomass

10:30 a.m. Nature walk with
4th graders and others
Farmville Train Station 12 p.m.
Lunch and Symposium (by
invitation)
4 p.m. Public address in Jarman

April 12-18:
Photo Contest: "Hand of Man"
April 16:
Dr. Seuss' "The Lorax," Carl
Lombardi Theatrical performance
with audience participation in
Molnar Auditorium, Wygal Hall at 7
p.m.
April 19-25:
Photo Contest: "Patterns, Shapes
or Textures"
April 21:
Peter Yarrow of Peter, Paul and
Mary
     
9 a.m. through 3 p.m. Workshops:
"Operation Respect and
Environmental Respect," at the
Moton Museum
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Catching up on past and future events

• Longwood's got talent

The RCL staff teamed up with resident assistants
from Cox, Wheeler and Arc residence halls to put
together a talent show featuring students. The
event took place on Thursday, Feb. 27 right before
students left for Spring Break.

• alternative spring break

Some Longwood students spent their time off
for Spring Break as an opportunity to help out at
the Joshua Tree National Park in California. These
students worked with the Office of Leadership and
Service Learning to complete service projects in
their time at the park from March 3 until 7.

5 p.m. Tree planting and reception
7 p.m. Higher Education
Environmental Professionals (by
invitation)
April 9:
Longwood's new Environmental
Education Center ground breaking
ceremony at 4 p.m. at Longwood's
North Campus

7 p.m. Concert at the Moton
Museum, Funding in part by the
Albert I. Pierce Foundation.
April 21 - 23:
Exhibits on Brock Commons
Sustainability Initiative
Environmental Club

• anniversary celebration

While most students were away for the break,
faculty and staff gathered to celebrate Longwood
University's 175th anniversary complete with
games, a cake and a special congratulatory
message (see page 1 for details). This event was
hosted by the Staff Advisory Committee.

• Gender studies presentation

Longwood’s Got Talent: 'Another Great Success!'
Natalie Joseph
Contributor
On Thursday, Februrary 27,
the Resident and Commuter Life
(RCL) resident assistance staff of
Arc, Cox and Wheeler halls hosted
the second annual Longwood’s Got
Talent campus wide event.
After putting a lot of hard
work into the event, the Resident
Assistants were excited to host the
event, which was open to the entire
student body.
Junior
Resident
Assistant
Sherrell Ashburn said, “A lot of late
nights and early mornings went
into planning this program, but in
the end we were so proud of the

outcome.”
After recruiting and tabling for
acts on Brock Commons and in
Dorrill Dining Hall for weeks, as
well as working to grab sponsors
for gift cards and other door prizes,
the Resident Assistants and other
members of the student body were
in great anticipation for the event.
With over 700 students in
attendance and a variety of acts on
display, ranging from performances
such as slam poetry, singing and
dancing, for the second year in
a row Longwood’s Got Talent
attracted an enormous amount of
students, faculty, and staff.
Ashburn said, “The RA's of Arc,
Cox, and Wheeler would like to say

thank you to all the participants
and everyone who came out to
support. Without you guys it would
not have been possible.”
 	 The talent show was hosted by
two Resident Assistants from these
staffs, and after about seven acts,
Logan Miller danced his way to a
first place win and went home with
a brand new iPad mini.
Another part of the event
included an open raffle to all
students in attendance, which gave
away prizes such as t-shirts and gift
cards to places like the bookstore,
various restaurants and even a spa
kit.
 	 Sophomore Nicole Persons said,
"I loved the event. I loved all the

acts, especially the singing. It was
such a good event, and I can't wait
for next year."
 	 Longwood’s Got Talent is an RCL
campus-wide event that focuses on
spreading and promoting diversity
with the Longwood and Farmville
community.
It was open to all students
with
different
talents
and
backgrounds and aims to bring
them together for a unified, fun
and entertaining evening. Ashburn
said, “Longwood's Got Talent was
another great success!”

The Brothers of Theta Chi Fraternity:
'Stopping Hunger One Meal at a Time'

On March 12, The Women's and Gender Studies
Department brought in Dr. Melissa Kravetz to
give a one hour presentation about her research
concerning the collection of breast milk in Nazi
Germany and its effects.

• Leadership Forum

The Longwood Leadership Forum on March
12 featured Meg Gruber, the President of the
Virginia Education Association. This speaker was
very popular with students pursuing a degree in
education.

upcoming events

• Walk a mile

On Thursday, March 20, from 1-2 p.m., the Office
of Diversity and Inclusion is holding an event
called, "Walk a Mile in Her Shoes," to promote the
prevention of rape, sexual assault and gender
violence.

• Dog Walk

On March 22 at 10 a.m., the Longwood Athletic
Trainers' Association is holding their annual dog
walk and 5K, and students are encouraged to
participate. L.A.T.A. supports the Southside SPCA.

• relay for life

On March 29, many organizations are participating
in this year's Relay for Life event, moving for 12
hours starting at 5:30 p.m. The organizations have
been working during the previous weeks to raise
money for their causes.

• Leadership Forum

The last Leadership Forum is being held on April 2,
at 7 p.m. and is featuring Dean King, the author of
"The Feud: The Hatfields & McCoys , The True Story."
He is also going to be a guest in Dr. Steve Faulkner's
11:00 ENGL 316 class. His presentation will be in

• celebrate sound

On April 5, Longwood's National Student Speech,
Language and Hearing Association will hold a walk
at the Farmville Train Station and High Bridge Trail.
The event will begin at 10 a.m. and will increase
awareness of hearing protection.

• Sunset yoga

On Wednesday, April 15, the Health and Fitness
Center will be holding a yoga class outside from
4:15-5:15 p.m.
The brothers of Theta Chi Fraternity supported their philanthropy, Stop Hunger Now, an organization that raises money to provide
meals for those in impoverished countries. They handed out bags of rice to raise awareness and accepted donations. Students
walking across Brock Commons were able to pick up the bags, receive information from the brothers and even guess the number of
rice grains in the jar on the table. The person who guessed correctly won 25 percent of the money earned that day. The event was
promoted by word of mouth and also publicized as an event on Facebook. The event was titled, "Stopping Hunger One Meal at a
Time" and was held from 10 a.m. until 1:45 p.m. on Thursday, March 13.

*If you would like an event featured, please send the information to
rotundastories@gmail.com with “Features Glance” in the subject line.
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An Evening of Beautiful Music and Talented Musicians
at Longwood's Jazz Ensemble Winter Concert
Mary Callender
A&E Editor
Longwood University’s Jazz
Ensemble B kicked off their
winter concert on Thursday
in Jarman Auditorium with a
leisurely piece by Chris Gordon
titled “Blue Rain.”
The
song
featured
a
relaxing blues melody carried
throughout
almost
every
instrument at one point.
Before moving into their next
piece, “Train Reaction,” Director
Andrew Brock gave a lovely
introduction of the soloists and
members of the ensemble.
“Train Reaction” quickly
changed the pace of the concert

with a more upbeat melody.
The
piece
featured
beautiful, melodic solos on
alto saxophone, trumpet and
baritone saxophone along with
an enthusiastic drum solo by
Spencer Smith. There were
many suspenseful moments
and accented sections that kept
the audience on their toes.
For their last piece, Jazz
Ensemble B took on a classic
crowd
pleaser
entitled
“Children of Sanchez,” featuring
a beautiful flugelhorn solo by
Cory Anderson.
The lights were dimmed to a
yellow tint and the band eagerly
embarked on a bright and
repetitive theme that continued

to occur throughout the piece.
Pianist Adam Stratton kept
the time with repeating low
notes while the song featured
an intense drum solo and alto
and tenor saxophone solos.
Before their sudden ending
and a giant round of applause,
the band came back together to
repeat the theme once more.
After a quick set change, Jazz
Ensemble A took the stage by
storm with a quickly moving
piece called “A Night in Tunisia”
by Dizzy Gillespie.
Tyler Gage took the lead early
on with a high and very involved
trumpet solo that left audience
members speechless. The entire
band then joined together for a

high and bright transition into
the next set of solos.
Miguel Gavilan then took
over with a saxophone solo,
and he was quickly followed
by Michael Velez on trombone.
After a few teasers, the ensemble
brought this exciting piece to a
close.
The mood of the concert
settled down a bit for the next
piece, “Six P.M.,” beginning with
a calm melody. Many soloists
from “A Night in Tunisia” were
featured again in this piece, but
with a completely different type
of sound.
Following “Six P.M.,” Jazz
Ensemble A introduced an early
jazz piece entitled “St. Louis

Blues,” which began slowly with
a more raspy sound.
Gage interrupted with a high
and quickly moving trumpet
solo while the band continued
to maintain a melody around
his part.
The song quickly changed
from sad and bluesy to a more
dramatic and “in your face” type
feeling.
As the concert gradually
brought itself to a close, Jazz
Ensemble A played a George
and Ira Gershwin piece that
featured Amanda Nazario on a
beautiful vocal solo.
It was a romantic song that
succeeded in emphasizing that
even though lovers may be

pulled apart, nothing can take
away the memories.
To close out the concert, Jazz
Ensemble A played their last
piece, “Feather Report” by Kris
Berg. This piece changed the
overall feeling of the concert
again with its mixed meter
and its interesting hip hop and
swing groove.
Needless to say, it was a
wonderful concert and a great
evening, full of many fun, but
incredibly
different
songs,
and countless talented young
musicians.

‘All Nature Sings’ Choral Concert Combines Multiple
Musical Styles to Create an Unforgettable Performance
Mary Callender
A&E Editor
Longwood’s choral department presented a jam-packed concert
centered around the theme, “All Nature Sings” on Monday, March 17
at 7:30 p.m. in Jarman auditorium.
The concert featured Pitch Perfect, Lady Joan’s, High Street
Harmony, Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Choir, along with University
Women’s Choir, University Men’s Choir and the Camerata Singers.
The concert began under the direction of Choral Director Dr.
Pamela McDermott with the choirs combined together to sing a
beautiful and moving arrangement of “Alleluia” by Professor of
Music Dr. Gordon Ring.
Audience member, Alex Jolly remarked, “It was the perfect song
to begin the concert, and it made me really excited to hear the rest.”
Then, the Women’s Select Ensembles took the stage under the
direction of Kathryn Perry, a Longwood University choral music
education student. The two ensembles performed “Salmo 150,” the
Latin translation of Psalm 150 along with “Popule Meus,” another
Latin song involving a call and response between God and his
people.
These two songs were not only complementary of each other in
their meanings, but they flowed nicely together as well.
Following the Women’s Select Ensembles were Longwood’s two
women’s A Capella groups, Pitch Perfect and the Lady Joan’s.
Unlike the previous performers, these two groups are student
organizations that spend countless hours outside of class perfecting
their songs and set lists.
Pitch Perfect performed the ever popular “Say Something” made
famous by A Great Big World and Christina Aguilera, originally
written by Ian Axel and Chad Vaccarino.
The Lady Joan’s then impressed the crowd with a beautiful version
of “Gravity,” originally made famous by Sara Bareilles.
After a giant round of applause and a quick set change, the
Women’s Choir took the stage for their part of the concert. Their
pieces included “The Seal Lullaby” by Eric Whitacre, and “Bumble
Bee” by Anders Edenroth.
“The Seal Lullaby,” originally composed for a Disney movie
is a serene lullaby with a powerful meaning behind it which was
beautifully exhibited by the women’s choir.

Ensemble member Kimberly Miller said, “We put a lot
of work into these songs, especially ‘Seal Lullaby.’ We’ve
been practicing all semester, and I was so proud of how well
everything turned out.”
After the women sang their final song, the Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia Choir began their portion of the concert under the
direction of Spenser Smith. Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia is the
men’s music fraternity here at Longwood.
They performed “Sinfonian Motto (Fanfare) and Hail
Sinfonia,” a traditional song of the fraternity as well as
“Night Shadows Falling,” a beautiful and religious song also
traditional to the fraternity.
Longwood University’s men’s a capella group then took
the stage by storm with their “doo-op” arrangement of Miley
Cyrus’ “We Can’t Stop.”
After a quick round of applause, the guys then moved on
to perform “Can’t Hold Us,” arranged by Sam Andrews. Even
though there was a slight mistake in the middle, High Street
Harmony was still able to pull off a lovely performance.
High Street Harmony’s impressive performance was
immediately followed by Longwood University’s Men’s Choir.
The men performed “The Pasture,” one of seven songs
composed by Randall Thompson and possibly inspired by
poet Robert Frost.
They also performed “Saints Bound for Heaven,” a lively
and spiritual piece arranged by Alice Parker and Robert Shaw.
Longwood’s prestigious Camerata Singers were the last
group to take the stage for their performance of “Verbum caro
factum est,” “The Last Words of David” and “The Pasture.”
“The Pasture,” unlike the song the performed previously
by the men, was arranged by Z. Randall Stroope. It featured
rich, beautiful harmonies and a flowing slow tempo.
These three songs were incredibly gorgeous with their
complementary flowing melodies and strong vocalists.
Last but not least, the choirs and audience combined
voices to sing “Longwood Alma Mater” in celebration of the
University’s 175th birthday.
The auditorium was overtaken by countless voices and
smiles joined together to end the concert in a way that few
will forget.

Photo By: Photo Editor Caleb Briggs

The many choir organizations at Longwood gathered for the All
Choir Concert in Jarman Hall on Monday March 18.

Lancer Steel, the Concert Percussion Ensemble and Lancer
Stampede Drumline Put on A 'Hot, Hot, Hot' Performance
Michelle Goldchain
Contributor
Simply by reading the program for Friday’s
Percussion Ensemble Recital, it was difficult
to know what to expect. Three of Longwood
University’s ensembles performed, including
Lancer Steel, the Concert Percussion Ensemble
and the Lancer Stampede Drumline.
The three ensembles performed incredibly
dissimilar, though not conflicting, musical styles.
If expecting an entirely uniform event with one
style of music, it would be easy to be lost, but
by the end of the night, each audience member
was able to find something to enjoy among the
performances.
Lancer Steel’s performance included upbeat
beachy songs with steel drums, such as Alphonsus
Cassell’s “Hot, Hot, Hot,” and “One Love” by Bob
Marley.
The familiar songs were energetic, while the
performers were equally so, swaying from side to
side and even interacting with one another. Two
performers pointed and smiled jokingly at each
other with each dynamic accented note.
Lancer Steel performed additional songs,
including, “Jump in the Line” by Deleon, Bell,
Oller, and Samuel, “Spirits in the Material World”
by Sting from The Police, “The Hammer” by David
Rudder” and “I Want You Back” by the Jackson
Five.
During the Jackson Five rendition, the
audience participated by clapping along. The
performance was lively and easy-going with the
recognizable song choices. With only a few songs,

the performance began the night on a light and
“hot” tone and left the audience eager for more.
The Concert Percussion Ensemble performed
two songs, the jazzy and enthusiastic “Memphis
Stomp” by Dave Grusin and the ethnic “Darabukka
Concerto” by Anthony DiSanza.
The syncopation within the rendition of
“Memphis Stomp” involved accented notes on
xylophones. The soft wooden chimes of the
xylophones were soothing and allowed a brief
moment of calm before the following more
spontaneous performance of the night.
The performance of “Darabukka Concerto”
included various middle-eastern instruments,
such as the darabukka, a small, goblet-shaped,
single-headed drum.
The song began with a recitative-like battle cry.
Drums were beaten fiercely and spontaneously,
while cymbals and rattles were struck and flailed.
The multi-meter song was dynamic and
unpredictable with crescendos and decrescendos
embellishing the song emphatically. Sometimes
chaotic and sometimes synchronized, the song
kept the audience on their feet as the musicians
themselves had to be as well, constantly changing
from instrument to instrument.
Before the Lancer Stampede Drumline
performed, earplugs were provided to the
audience to protect from hearing damage. Even
with the earplugs on, the loudness and the
vibrations of the beaten drums resonated in one’s
chest.
The Stampede created an exciting, rilingup “rah rah” experience to end the night. The
formalized performance that is typically used

before sports games added an exciting and
spirited flavor to the event.
Performers chanted, “Let’s go, Wood!” while
they marched and swung their bodies back and
forth to the rhythm of the songs. The cymbalists
waved their cymbals up and down like jazz hands
and interacted with their fellow performers by
moving around the stage for the drummers to
strike the cymbals.
To close the night, the cymbalists performed
a gladiator-like battle, swinging their instruments
like deadly weapons. With each simulated blow,
the cymbals collided, creating an epic clash.
When one of the cymbalists collapsed to
the ground in theatrical defeat, the bystander
musicians motioned their thumbs to the ground,
and the winning cymbalist struck the cymbal
against the other’s cymbal to signal the final blow.
Director of the recital Adjunct Professor J.
Chris Thomas described the effort put into the
Lancer Stampede Drumline.
The process to putting together the Drumline
took a year as well as Thomas’ own donations
to the effort. Many of the drums were bought
used either from Mills E. Godwin High School in
Henrico County or from eBay.
The biggest challenge in putting together the
Drumline was the search for talented musicians
who could commit to the rehearsal and basketball
schedule.
Thomas stated that there are currently
recruitment efforts in new members of the Lancer
Stampede Drumline.
Micheal Norwood, sophomore Music Major,
played the electric bass in Lancer Steel and third

bass drum in the Lancer Stampede Drumline. He
said that his goal for how he wants to influence
the audience is through energy.
“That’s part of our job. The more into it we are,
the more into it the audience will get,” Norwood
said.
As a member of the recital, he described his
favorite experience of the night was “just the
groove you get into.”
To future audience members, he added,
“People should come to all of the concerts
because they’re all free, and they’re all worth the
time.”
Longwood students Haley Moore and Kate
Gerbus attended the event to support their friend,
Music Major Tiarrah “T.” Crouch, who played the
bass in the Lancer Stampede Drumline.
Carrying decorated signs that said, “That’s My
Friend” and “Bang Those Boom Booms,” both
Moore and Gerbus agreed that they would suggest
students to come to future musical performances
on campus.
Gerbus said, “They’re very fun. It’s entertaining.
It’s not like sitting through a lecture.”
Moore described the recital as “spirited,”
further stating, “It’s kind of a stress release.”
In the end, despite the lack of predictability
from one side of the world to the other, from
Reggae to Jazz to the Middle East and even to
the football field, it was more than an exciting
experience.
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Author Promotes his Children’s Book 'Death is Wrong'
Elizabeth Stapula
Asst. A&E Editor
In December 2013, Gennady
Stolyarov II, a transhumanist activist,
published a book titled “Death is
Wrong.”
"Death is Wrong" is a children’s
book promoting “indefinite human life
extension.”
Now, Stolyarov has begun an
IndieGoGo campaign, which began
this past February, to raise five
thousand dollars in order to print and
widely distribute “Death is Wrong,” to
longevity activists who, he hopes, will
pass it along to youth readers.
Stolyarov aims to debunk and
refute “traditional … pro-death
rationalizations,” by illustrating the
possibilities and opportunities that
come with prolonged existence,
fostered by the rejection of “death-

acceptance.”
“Death is Wrong” begins by reflecting
back upon Stolyarov’s own childhood
misunderstanding of the notion of time
and the first time he recognizes the
concept of death.
“What happens when people grow
up?” He asks his mother.
“And then?… And then?” He
continues to inquire.
Eventually, his mother gets around
to death, which child-Stolyarov
immediately writes off as “wrong”,
apparently an instinctual inclination
for the author.
He brings us on his journey of fear
and sadness, shaped by his growing
understanding of illness, war and the
inevitability of dying.
This initial rejection, he argues, is a
sort of universal truth.
“…I got into far less trouble than
most children because of my strong

desire to avoid death” Stolyarov says of
his childhood.
He cites age five as when he began
to “wage war on death,” blowing out his
candles each year wishing not to die.
Stolyarov takes a defensive tone
against typical “justification(s) of
mortality,” which he then explores.
“Unfortunately, because death has
become so widespread for so long,
most people have developed excuses
for it so that it does not feel so painful
or scary.”
What about long living animals like
tortoises he argues? If we lived forever
we could meet our great-great-greatgreat grandchildren. Wouldn’t that be
great?
The text rambles in different
directions often repeating itself,
acknowledging the inevitability of
death only in light of the popular
defeatist opinion of which he grows

increasingly intolerant.
Interspersed in the pages of his antideath manifesto are illustrations done
by his wife, Wendy, which features
figures such as Friedrich Nietzsche and
Benjamin Franklin, fellow life extension
activists.
Also featured are facts and pictures
of other animals, like tortoises,
whose timelines exceed traditional
expectation.
It ends with a call to action, and
suddenly I remembered this was a
children’s book.
“Death is wrong…” he asserts, “but,
will you give into the wrong? Or will you
fight it?” He asks his imagined child
reader.
He challenges the child to conquer
death instead.
His goal, to “motivate them [children]
to become part of the next generation
of
researchers,
technologists,

philosophers and activists, who will
perhaps enable us all to avoid the great
peril of death,” is arguably justified, but
his tact is questionable.
In his effort to promote research, he
alienates all mainstream tendencies
to normalize death in a world that is
both increasingly technological and
dangerous.
Furthermore, his narration is
jumbled and self-serving, only taking
into account his own perspective and
fears which he disjointedly “proves”
with miscellaneous quotations and
animal statistics.
Promoting a generation of forward
thinking innovators is one thing,
but “Death is Wrong” is more of a
promotion of fear than an inspiration
of hope.

Career Advice From Radio Host Melissa Chase
Gray Cloud:
An Original Short From Broomball to On the Air in Richmond
Story
Chad MacDonald
Contributor

Laura Marioneaux
Contributor
One beautiful day up in
the skies of Earth, little Gray
Cloud was feeling sad and
unappreciated.
This was because he was
gray. When Gray Cloud saw
the people down on Earth,
all he saw on the faces of the
humans were thoughts of
darkness and despair; even
when Gray Cloud was there
for good reasons.
However, when people saw
the big, puffy white clouds,
they were always happy. Gray
Cloud felt unwanted and very
jealous.
Gray Cloud went to
Mother Nature to ask her if
he could be a big, puffy, white
cloud.
Gray Cloud cried, “Mother,
I want to be a white cloud!”
Mother Nature asked,
“Why do you want to be a
white cloud?”
Gray Cloud complained,
“Because whenever anyone
sees my rainy belly, they all
get sad and upset. The people
get grumpy when they have
to stop what they are doing
and go inside because I come
over their homes to do my
job.”
Mother Nature said, “But
it is an important job, one I
gave you, myself.”
Gray Cloud sobbed and
said, “But I feel unwanted; I
feel like no one appreciates
me. Everyone loves the big,
puffy, white clouds.”
Mother Nature sighed and
Gray Cloud continued, “The
job I have only makes people
upset, but the job the white
clouds have of transforming
themselves
into
bunny
rabbits or other boots makes
adults smile and children
laugh and play.”
Mother Nature shook her
head and said, “So you think
making yourself into the
shape of a bunny will make
you happy? Gray Cloud, you
are doing the job you are for
a reason. Yes, you may get
grumpy and frustrated and
cause lightning and thunder,
but getting upset is a part
of life. There will always be
some people out there who
will not like you; they may call
you the worst thing ever...”
Gray
Cloud
rudely
interrupted
and
angrily
blurted out, “Gee thanks, now
I’m the worst thing ever.”
“... and,” Mother Nature
continued, “there will always
be things out there that hold
you in their hearts, higher
than any piece of gold.”
“Like what!” Demanded
Gray cloud, unconvinced.
“Come here.”
Mother
Nature led Gray Cloud to

a small, clear pond. She
reached down and touched
it and an image slowly
appeared. It was a scene of
two people on a farm looking
at their dried up fields. The
man and wife were both very
sad and she began to cry.
Mother Nature touched
the water again and a new
picture appeared; this time
of a desert. There was almost
nothing there except a village
of native peoples.
They were so skinny that
their bones showed through
their skin and they looked
sick and weak; like they had
not had a drop of water in
days.
Mother Nature touched
the pond one final time
and a vast area of wet, gray
clouds began to form a great,
beautiful rainbow full of reds
and blues and greens and
shades of violet.
Gray Cloud was shocked
and looked at Mother Nature.
Wisdom shone in her kind
eyes.
She said, “See Gray Cloud,
the creatures of the Earth
need you. You are the one that
fills the rivers and oceans.
You are the one that brings
life to the fields of corn and
wheat and makes the trees
grow tall."
Mother nature continued,
"The people who live in the
desert pray for you to come.
And when it is all over, you
create the most beautiful
rainbows. A white cloud
could not do the great deeds
that you do. Gray clouds
are the only reason many of
these people will live another
day.”
Gray Cloud's eyes grew
wide with happy tears and
he cried, “You mean I am
wanted? You mean I am
important?”
Mother
Nature
just
chuckled and replied, “More
than you will ever know.”
Gray Cloud Smiled and
said, “Then I will be happy to
do my job, Mother, and I will
try hard and do it the very best
I can. I will try not to lose my
temper too much when some
people do not appreciate my
work. However, I will always
remind myself that I am
important and I am needed
everywhere for the talents I
have.”
Interested in submitting a
short story to The Rotunda?
Email your submissions
to
rotundastories@gmail.
com with "Short Story"
in the subject line for the
opportunity to be published!

If you grew up in Richmond or the
surrounding areas, chances are you've heard
of Melissa Chase. She has been one of the
top Virginia radio personalities for 10 years.
Her ever present enthusiasm in the face
of the ungodly wee hours of the morning
have accompanied many school and work
commutes.
Chase grew up wanting to be an actress,
but her dad was not in favor of that. When it
was time for her to go to college, she had to
pick a major that met her father’s approval.
This set her on her way to finding her true
calling.
"Well, my dad always said he wasn’t going
to pay for me to go to college to become an
actress," said Chase. "So I picked something
safer. I originally chose Kent State University
because I wanted to teach deaf children, and
they had the best program in the country.
About a year in, my classes started focusing
on the politics of teaching and it made me
lose interest. I switched to Public Relations
and got an internship at a radio station in
Richmond. I was supposed to work in their
promotions department but after meeting

the morning show team, they thought I
should come be their intern instead. It was
the best, and I knew that’s what I wanted to
do forever."
When Chase talks about her career, you
can tell it's something she is passionate
about. To anyone else out there hoping to
work in radio, she has some advice.
"I think my secret was to get experience
in college, beyond the books. Classes are
important, but so is what you do outside the
lecture hall." She said.
"In radio, if you want to become a ‘Radio
Personality’ versus just being a liner-reading
DJ, you have to be an interesting person
and have cool things to talk about." Chase
continued. "So in college, I did wild stuff like
taking time to build houses in Miami with
Habitat for Humanity, signed [myself] up
for the school Broomball Team, took a Harry
Potter class for my English requirement,
interned at MTV, volunteered at our local PBS
station … I just tried to go out and meet crazy
people and have a good story to tell."
Chase also says it's important for anyone
in any career field to not get too hung up on
one specific job. She said, "I would also say
don’t get too focused on the job you want,
which sounds crazy. But the people who

get so eagle-eye focused on ‘THIS is where
I want to work and have THIS job title and
THIS salary’ … they close themselves off to
so much!"
You can see Chase on billboards in
Richmond Va., advertising her radio show
with Co-host Jack Lauterback. Chase is a local
celebrity with a very impressive resume, but
what may be most impressive is her charity
work. When it came to Chase's attention
that many girls in the area could not afford
prom dresses, keeping them from attending
prom, Chase went to work co-founding the
Cinderella Dreams Project.
"We immediately went to work at the
station to organize this – and actually found
out that [that] same year a group of women
from the Midlothian Junior Women’s Club
were starting the same project. So we merged
our efforts and have been teaming up ever
since. They do the heavy lifting and have
been amazing partners!"
You can listen to Chase's radio show
“Mornings with Melissa & Jack” on 103.7
The River, weekday mornings from 6-9 a.m.
Learn more about the Cinderella Dreams
Project and volunteer opportunities at www.
cinderelladreams.net.
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Flight of Fear: Disappearance of
Flight 370 Highlights New Fears
Kelynn Keegan
Opinion Editor
With the advent of the
Internet, some feared we
were entering an age in
which social communication
would become obsolete in
the face of the rapid exchange
of information. While this
certainly hasn’t been proven
to play out as the doomsday
scenario was proposed, it’s
interesting to consider how
psychologically
invested
in – and dependent on –
technology we’ve become.
Flight 370 disappeared off
radar screens on March 8, not
to be seen or heard from since.
While many possibilities have
been explored as to the cause
of the missing jet, ranging from
pilot error and mechanical
malfunctions to more sinister
ideas
of
terrorism
and
deliberate grounding, perhaps
what is most unsettling is the
simple fact that the plane
seems to have just vanished
without a trace.
In a time in which
information, directions and
location indication, included,
is so easily accessible, it’s
hard to conceive that a plane

carrying over 200 people could
slip into oblivion without some
indication of where it went.
Consider the ease of finding
the nearest Dunkin’ Donuts;
what once would have meant
an interrogation of locals on
street corners has now become
a 30 second search on Google
Maps.
Certainly, if finding a place
to get coffee is so simple,
shouldn’t the state of the art
radar now employed globally
for aviation be able to find a
massive plane?
Prior to the explosion of cell
phone usage, individuals were
not able to be in contact at all
hours of the day, restricted to
land lines that were few and
far between, especially when
traveling. Today, with over
327,577,529 active cell phones
in use in the U.S. alone,
according to a CITA 2013 study,
the nature of relationships has
changed dramatically. With the
ability to contact friends and
family across the globe with the
push of a button, the idea that
this line of communication
would abruptly be broken is a
frightening one.
We’ve become so dependent
on the symbiotic relationship

between
technology
and
personal interaction that when
threatened, we simply do not
know how to react. Technology
has
become
so
deeply
ingrained in our culture that
when it fails, as in the case of
the missing plane, it’s easy to
feel that a part of us has failed
as well.
We’ve plunged back into the
unknown that existed prior to
the Google generation, where
answers cannot be found
with the help of a search box.
Perhaps it’s the frightening
reality
of
progress,
a
recognition that the luxurious
world of communication that
we’ve created is becoming our
only world.
Conversely, perhaps this
is the advent of a digital dark
age, an indication that we
have begun to descend down a
dark path of global breakdown
without the technology we
have relied on too heavily
for too long. Or perhaps, it’s
simply a wakeup call to remind
us to break the anxieties of our
dependency on technology
in
favor
of
intellectual
independence, a reminder that
reality isn’t as neat as coding
across a page.

Women's Breasts are
not your Playthings

Candy Kane
Columnist
Recently, I received a
Tumblr message from a reader
in which he or she stated, “One
of my classes is talking about the
over-sexualization of breasts in
American culture ... to the point
where topless scenes in movies
are commonplace but women
can't breast-feed in public. I
was wondering if you had any
thoughts on that?”
I do. I think it is ridiculous.
Breasts exist to feed babies; that is
their first and main purpose. Men
and women can play with them
during sex all they want, but that
is not the point of breasts.
Because our society has
associated breasts with sex, they
are now banned or frowned upon
in any context that isn’t sexual.
I think it’s ironic that people
freak out when someone is
breast-feeding in public and say
things along the line of “Think
of the children!” The mother is
obviously already thinking of
her child. She is giving her child
natural nutrients from her breast
milk.
Your
child
might
not
understand what’s going on when
they witness someone breastfeeding, and they might not even
care. The people freaking out are

more concerned for themselves.
I saw a comic online in which
a mother is sitting on a bench
breast-feeding her child and
behind her is a giant billboard
advertisement for lingerie that
prominently displays a woman in
just her bra.
A man in a suit is yelling at a
security guard, “Nursing?! This is
a shopping mall! We can’t allow
women to brazenly display their
breasts!”
The comic was a reaction
to a group of mothers being
asked to leave a public place
near Pittsburgh because they
were breast-feeding in public.
There have been many reports of
women being asked to leave malls
because they hold “Latch On”
events where they all sit in the
children’s play area and breastfeed for a minute then stop and
let their children play.
Not only is it a mother’s legal
right to breast-feed in public in
these cities, but it is also their
responsibility to their child to feed
them when they need, wherever
they may be. BreastFeedingLaw.
com cites the laws from each
state in the U.S. and the federal
law regarding breast-feeding in
public.

The website also provides an
article called “Lactation and the
Law” which breaks down points
concerning “enforcement” and
indecent exposure while starting
or ending the feeding process.
I know some women don’t
mind being told to do it in the
bathroom, but I think women
shouldn’t have to put up with
being hidden away, especially
when breasts are displayed on the
walls in the same building where
they are nursing.
I don’t mind women being
topless on screen. If they are
confident, then they should feel
free to do it.
But women also need to own
their breasts. They need to let
men know that they do not have
the right to force women to stop
feeding their child in public when
they ogle breasts in the movie
theatre all the time.
Breasts
aren’t
inherently
sexual, and we need society
to understand that and to get
over women trying to feed their
children while out shopping,
while at Disneyland or while
waiting for the doctor.

Crowds and Busy Schedules Make Hitting the Gym Easier Said than Done
Kira Zimney
Asst. Opinion Editor
Longwood’s
Health
and
Fitness Center is home to the
frequent gym-goers, especially
those who don’t know how much
more course work they can take
without a daily visit to the gym.
Of course, the gym has its
perks: the abundant number of
cardio machines and strength
training equipment, not to
mention the spacious upstairs
track, Ping-Pong table, (throw
in that random couch and big
screen TV next to it), as well as
the number of basketball courts,
exercise classrooms and tennis
walls.
The Health and Fitness Center
is in constant use, filled with
stressed out college students
who need to get away from

the chaos of class who come
to break a sweat. At a crowded
time, you can glance around the
Fitness Center, thinking, "Why is
all of Longwood’s student body
working out at the same time?"
Because not all times are
the best to go if you’re one who
avoids crowds.
On the other hand, if you
don’t mind half of Longwood
breaking a sweat in the same
area, then by all means, keep
your steady work out schedule!
The fitness center is typically
open from 6:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Monday through Thursday, 6:30
a.m. to 8 p.m. on Fridays, 9 a.m.
to 8 p.m. on Saturdays and 1
p.m. to 10 p.m. on Sundays.
Now, let’s be real; Longwood
is not a big school at all, and
that is why at a crowded time,
the gym can feel completely
stuffed with all of the student

population (in my experience,
avoid 3-4 p.m. on week days).
For the gym-goers, different
times suit different people,
however, everyone is trying to
squeeze in some sweat sessions
whenever possible in between
classes, working around their
tireless schedules.
Jason
Dryer
explained,
“Personally, I wish the gym hours
were more open for everyone
and their schedules; but for me,
I go at night.”
Many students also agree
with Dryer’s statement that they
wish the gym hours were a bit
more flexible, so there wouldn’t
be a “crowded-only” time period
that everyone flocks to the gym
all at the same time.
For many, finding gym time
not only revolves around the
student’s schedule, but dodging
the most busiest time slot.

For much of Longwood’s
dedicated gym-fans, finding
space in their day also has to
coincide with the least busy
time of the Fitness Center.
It’s not fun walking around
the gym trying to find an
available machine or empty
floor space.
“I don’t like going at crowded
times. I don’t like people
watching me,” Jada White said.
Many girls agree with White in
wanting to avoid crowded times
like the plague.
Jennifer Winter stated, “The
best time for me is two in the
afternoon, but that’s usually
when it gets super crowded,
but if the gym classes [like yoga
and Zumba] were more evenly
spaced, it would be easier.”
By introducing new group
work out classes, the Fitness
Center is slowly becoming

more than just a floor of
cardio machines and workout
equipment.
However, it seems that a
broad spectrum of flexible hours
would help students, instead
of having classes that are only
offered at the busiest times of
the day.
A fair amount of students
look for the least crowded time,
while many students simply
stick to their favorite time to
workout, crowded or not.
“I go around 5:30 in the
afternoon because it’s when all
my friends go to lift, so we all
go then,” said Floyd Moore, not
caring about the midday crowd.
On the other hand, many
students consider late night gym
hours to be best. “I go at nine at
night, [and] there aren’t many
people there,” Abby Snell said.
The quiet, peaceful night

time gym may not be as crowded
as the 3 p.m. rush and will most
likely work better with students'
schedules.
Even though the gym hours
will most likely never change,
every student is different and
has their own work out time
preferences.
Some may like to avoid
people altogether at the gym
while others may prefer just
going when they can.
Everyone’s gym-time rhythm
depends on their schedule and
what works best for them.
So if you’re still considering
your favorite time slots to go,
think about two things: your
class schedule and your peak
performance conditions for a
work out.

Save Someone’s Life with your Phone? There’s an App for That!
You’re sitting in class, paying
attention to everything else
other than the worksheet your
professor just handed out.
You hear sirens so you glance
out the window and see an
ambulance racing down the
street.

As you wonder where they’re
going, they pull up out front and
rush into the building.
Later, you find out that the
professor two classrooms over
from the one you were sitting
in had a heart attack and the
outcome wasn’t good because
he had to wait 40 minutes for the
ambulance to arrive to receive
the help he needed.

Could you have helped?
Could you have potentially
provided lifesaving measures in
time?
For a few years now, there
have been free apps that provide
people
with
instructions
for CPR (Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation) but just recently,
the PulsePoint Foundation has
launched an application that is

quickly reducing the amount of
cardiac related deaths.
The PulsePoint app (available
in the Apple App Store and the
Google Store for Android) alerts
citizens trained in CPR when
someone nearby has collapsed
due to a cardiac emergency and
is in a public space.
When local 911 centers across
the nation dispatch rescue

units to respond to a cardiac
arrest, the PulsePoint software
simultaneously sends out a text
message to anyone nearby the
patient and guides them to their
location.
The app also guides citizen
responders to the nearest
AED
(Automated
External
Defibrillator) so the patient can
get the potentially lifesaving

FARMVILLE, VA - Once again,
the Farmville Police Department and the Farmville Fire
Department will team up with
the American Red Cross for the
fourth annual “Heartland Heroes Blood Drive” to be held on
Friday, April 4, 2014.
Just like last year, each donor
will be asked to donate blood

in honor of one of the departments.
The department generating the most donations will be
awarded the “Heartland Heroes
Blood Drive” trophy to house for
the year. This trophy is provided
by The American Red Cross.
Last year, the two departments combined recruitment

effort gathered 88 units of blood.
Those 61 units of blood have the
potential to save 183 lives.
According to the American
Red Cross, someone in the U.S.
needs blood every two seconds.
Blood cannot be manufactured;
it must come from a donor.
That’s why donating is so important. A single donation can help

save the lives of up to three people and the human body quickly
replaces the donated blood.
The Farmville Fire Department and Farmville Police Department will host the April 4
drive at the John’s Memorial Parish House on High Street. The
event will run from 12:00 noon
until 6:00 p.m. Department

members will be on site cooking
hamburgers and hotdogs for donors while recruiting additional
donors.
Please join us on Friday, April
4 at the John’s Memorial Parish House at the corner of High
Street and St. George Street to
donate blood in honor of the
“Heartland Heroes.”

Corey Davis
Columnist

help they need.
More information and a link
to the PulsePoint webpage can
be found on the Longwood
University Emergency Response
Team's Facebook page and
website.

Battle of the Bulge: Farmville Police Department Authorized Press Release

PROPS & D R O P S

Props to:
+ SOJA at Spring Weekend
+ Cats outside D-Hall
+ Construction being done on South Ruffner
+ The girls giving away sugar cookies on Brock Commons
+ Cancelled classes
+ Chips and Queso at El Patron

Drops to:
- Late nights in the library
- 70 degrees to 30 degrees in 24 hours
- Slipping on ice
- Typos
- Defrosting windshields
- Waking up early

Authorized by: Chief Doug
Mooney. For more information,
please contact Sergeant Chris
Moss (434-392-2109) or Detective Sam Entrekin (434-3922127).
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LU Says Goodbye to Graduating Men's Basketball Players
Nick Conigliaro
Asst. Rotunda Studios Coordinator
Longwood’s men’s basketball team
will be saying goodbye to five seniors
after a loss to the Gardner Webb
Bulldogs in the Big South Conference
Tournament.
Guards Tristan Carey and David
Robinson will be graduating this
upcoming spring along with forwards
Jeff Havenstein, Mark Parker and Jeylani
Dublin, who was a redshirt junior this
season.
Of the graduating seniors, Carey was
the veteran leader of the team this past
season. Carey led the team in points per
game with 18.5 throughout his senior
campaign. Carey also led the team in
rebounds per game with 6.6.
Carey finished out his career as the
6th all-time leading scorer in Longwood
Lancers history when he scored 18
points against Gardner Webb University
and surpassed the 1,500-point mark in
his career. He finished out with 1,504
points in only three years at Longwood.
“To accomplish something like that in
three years here at Longwood, it feels
really great. I just wish I had another
year to push that number up,” said
Carey.
Carey transferred from Atlantic-10
school La Salle after his freshman year;
he then sat out a year due to NCAA
transfer policies. The rest was history;
Carey started 90 of the 95 games he
played in at Longwood and had a .433
field goal percentage. With the end of
his collegiate basketball career, Carey’s
number one goal is to graduate from
Longwood before he does anything
else.
“I’m trying to graduate first; that’s the
main thing. After, whatever happens in
the future, happens. I’m not going to let
that [a professional career] be instilled
in me, that I just want to pursue that. It’s
a goal of mine, though, but I want to get
my diploma before I do anything,” said
the sociology major.
Carey earned himself an honorable

Mark Parker, 172 career points.

mention for the Big South AllConference team in his final season
with the team.
The next player Longwood will
be losing is 6th man and late-season
starter Dublin. Dublin has been with
the team since 2010; he has started
37 of his 94 games at Longwood and
racked up 1,563 minutes played and
692 points scored.
Dublin has been a part of the team
for many great moments, but he
believes the best moment was the early
season win against Texas Christian
University (TCU) this season; where
he scored eight points in 15 minutes
going 4-6 shooting.
“Getting a big win against a BCS
[Bowl Championship Series] school,
that’s great. Upsetting big teams, that
was good,” said Dublin.
Dublin, like all the other seniors,
was coached by both Gee and former
Head Coach Mike Gillian. According to
Dublin, the year with Gee has been a
great experience.
“Coach Gee had really high
expectations for me the whole season.
He really pushed me to become a
better basketball player as the year
went along, and I appreciate him for
that,” said Dublin.
Dublin will be graduating with a
degree in biology and a minor in preprofessional clinical studies. After
graduating from Longwood in the
spring, he still plans to continue his
education.
“My plan is to go off to PT [Physical
Training] school, go off to grad school.
I’m not sure where I might land yet;
I’m still in the searching process,” said
Dublin.
The last senior to play significant
minutes for this year’s team that will be
leaving is Havenstein. Havenstein has
been with the team since 2010, as well;
he started 28 of his 117 games played.
He played a total of 1,238 minutes
and scored 126 points in his career at
Longwood.
Havenstein agreed with Dublin that
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Tristan Carey, 1.504 career points.
the TCU win was one of his greatest
memories since he’s been at Longwood,
but he also considers their first round
win in the Big South tournament last
year one of his greatest moments as
well.
Gee has been a different pace of play
for Havenstein as well.
“Coach Gee’s a different style. He’s
more up in your face pressure; he’s
definitely more intense. Then, Coach
Gee really pushes you to the limit, and
he pushed me,” said Havenstein. “I
think it’s great the way the program’s
headed, the direction of it.”

David Robinson, 578 career points,
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Jeylani Dublin, 692 career points.

Havenstein will be graduating with
a degree in economics, and will, like
Dublin, be continuing his education
post Longwood.
“I’m taking the GMAT [Graduate
Management Admission Test] in about
a week, and then I’m going to apply for
grad school. I want to get my MBA in
Finance,” said Havenstein.
The Lancers will also be losing Parker
and Robinson to graduation. Parker
(thumb) and Robinson (shoulder) were
both out all season due to injuries.
Robinson and Parker were
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unavailable for questioning.
Robinson will be graduating with
a degree in business administration,
including
a
concentration
in
accounting. Parker will be graduating
with a degree in sociology.
It was an emotional ending for the
seniors and the team, as they were
welcomed with hugs from coaches and
other players when they came out of the
game separately for the very last time.

Jeff Havenstein, 126 career points.
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Longwood Takes Two of Three Wins in First Big South Series
Travis Lyles
Contributor
Pitching victories from Brandon
Vick and Scott Burkett carried the
Lancers to wins on Saturday and
Sunday this past weekend, starting
their Big South season off with a 2-1
mark. In Friday’s matchup, Aaron
Myers, who is the team’s ace, pitched
a solid eight innings, giving up only
two earned runs and scattering nine
hits. But Myers’ efforts ended up
not being enough, as Charleston
Southern pitcher Tory Schroff
pitched a gem, going seven innings
allowing only six hits. The Lancers
struggled to get the bats going, and
scored their only run in the fifth.
On Saturday, it was a much
different story hitting-wise, as senior
captain Matt Dickason had three
hits and two RBI, while sophomore
Kyri Washington added a four hit
day. Vick went 6.2 innings giving up
four runs, three earned.
Charleston Southern jumped
out to the early lead 1-0 in the first
inning, after back-to-back doubles.
The Lancers quickly answered back
in the bottom of the first with five
hits and three runs. CSU then scored
two more quick runs in the second,
making the score 3-3.
Dickason and Brandon Delk then
put Longwood back on top at 4-3
with a triple and an RBI single. The
Buccaneers showed they weren’t
going to give up without a fight and

tied it up yet again off of a single and
another defensive error, something
that has been a recurring problem
for the Lancers.
But the Lancers separated
themselves after scoring one
run in both the third and fourth
innings, and three runs in the
fifth. Sophomore Travis Burnette
pitched the final 2.1 innings for the
Lancers allowing only one hit on two
strikeouts.
Sunday’s game was one for the
ages as the Lancers pulled out a 12th
inning victory 8-7. Senior Burkett
and freshman Alex Lewis each had
three hits, while freshman Mac
McCafferty added three key RBI. The
Lancers took a 7-5 lead in the eighth
and brought in Burnette, their closer,
to get the save.
The Buccaneers, however, were
able to score two runs in the ninth
to force extra innings. The teams
didn’t score again until sophomore
Colton Konvicka singled off the 12th.
Konvicka got to second after a wild
pitch, and made it to third after a
ground ball behind him. McCafferty
provided the walk-off drama to give
the Lancers an 8-7 win.
Longwood will go on the road to
play the College of William and Mary
today at 7 p.m. before returning
home to face Big South opponent
Campbell University in a three game
series from Friday-Sunday.
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Scott Burkett (left) and Brandon Delk (right) led the Lancers to victory in the games on Saturday and Sunday.
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Longwood Softball Continues
Winning at Charleston Southern
Anthony Rinaldi
Asst. Sports Editor
Over the weekend, the
Lancers took on Charleston
Southern on the road in South
Carolina. This was the first
conference series for the Lancers
this season and they left South
Carolina victorious. The Lancers
took the first two games of the
series before the third game of
the series was cancelled due to
rain.
In the first game, the Lancers
were down 5 to 1 in the seventh
inning when they rallied with
five runs to take a 6-5 victory.
Longwood trailed early in the
game and was down 3-0 after
the first inning. They tried to
respond but couldn’t capitalize
on their opportunities.
Going into the sixth inning,
Longwood was down 5-0 and
had a no hits until sophomore
Emily Murphy hit a home run

that broke up the no hitter and
put the Lady Lancers up on the
scoreboard.
Then, in the top of the
seventh inning, freshman Justina
Augustine cut the lead to one
after she it her first career home
run. Murphy would respond
again with a go-ahead two run
home run to give Longwood
their first lead and to complete
the comeback.
Longwood won their second
game with the score of 7-2. The
Lancers scored in the first inning
from an RBI single from Chelsea
Sciacca, and that would be the
only run that inning even though
they left the bases loaded. The
next inning the lead extended to
4-0 from RBI hits from Sciacca
and Megan Baltzell.
Murphy would hit an insidethe-park home run at the top
of the fifth, adding one more to
their score. Charleston Southern
answered with a run in the
bottom of the fifth and then

Longwood tacked on two more
runs at the top of the seventh that
assured them a victory. Murphy
had a .429 batting average
that included three home runs
and four runs batted in. Jamie
Barbour and Katie Shinrock
both went 2-for-5 at the plate
in addition to Augustine who
had two hits, two runs and three
RBIs.
Pitcher Libby Morris pitched
5.1 innings of relief in the first
game allowing five hits and
two runs in the win. Elizabeth
McCarthy pitched six scoreless
innings, striking out seven
batters, and allowing seven hits
in her fifth win of the season.
In the third game, the top of
the first inning was unable to
be finished due to heavy rain
and the game ended up being
cancelled. The game will not be
made up and the next series for
the Lancers will be at home on
Thursday with a doubleheader
against Liberty University.

(Top Left) Elizabeth
McCarthy struck
out seven batters
in the game against
Chaleston Southern.
(Top Right) Carly
Adams prepares to
throw the ball in hopes
of getting a member
of the Charleston
Southern Bucaneers
out.
(Bottom) Emily Murphy
slides her way into
base, avoiding an out
for the Lancers.
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